Pattern for Kote foundation.

Circumf. of
the upper arm
(with padding).

(Size as indicated)
Circumf. of wrist.

Fabric foundation:
For each arm, cut
(1) lining fabric
(1) surface fabric
(1) inner lining

Modern kote pattern

Point of
elbow

Tekkô backing:
cut (1) of soft
leather per hand

A B
Measure from point of
shoulder to wrist.

You have a choice in kote
construction. You can either have the
underside sewn up shut to form a
tube, or leave it so that the kote can
lay flat, as seen in the pattern.
If you make the tube variety, the
edging tape will only be along the top
end and along the wrist and hand

Optional:
To create better-fitting kote, remove the section in blue
and sew in a seam from the point A-B to the point of
the elbow, and cut along the blue line to the wrist.

section, obviously.
If you make the flat variety, you will
find it easier to apply the mail and
plates to the surface, and easier to
snugly secure the kote to your arm.
On the other hand, the tube variety is
perhaps easier to make.
As with the suneate and haidate,

there are three layers of fabric, but
you might want to include an
additional layer of batting to help pad
the sleeve.
It is best to not cut out the tekkô
until the arm is cut and formed so that
the placement and sizing will be
precisely as you need.

Measure from base of neck to wrist.
C
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Fukuro-gote pattern

X

(sew
A-B
closed
to C)

Fabric foundation:
For each arm, cut
(1) lining fabric
(1) surface fabric
(1) inner lining
Optional:
Measure from armpit to wrist.
Attach two 3/4" wide straps to tie the kote closed (one
front, one back) at the point marked “X.” These can be
shorter in front to tie in the front, or equal length to tie
under the opposite arm.
The entire underarm is closed by the traditional cordinterweave method as outlined in the chapter on kote.
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To create tighter-fitting
kote, cut along the blue
lines instead of the black.
After having removed
the ABC triangle, sew it
closed.
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